OE Bumpers

Autoclimate
Bumpers

Always looking to give the best quality
5 reasons why you should buy from our Bumper Range:
1. Genuine OE parts

2. High quality Production

3. Careful Steps

Autoclimate offer a selection of OE
bumpers, including the full available range
of the Fiat and Alfa brands.

The OE bumpers supplied by Autoclimate
are exactly the same bumpers which are
fitted onto new vehicles on the production
line. They are produced using the exact
same equipment as manufacturers of OE
bumpers, using the optimal number and
position of injection points to ensure an
identical match.

It is vitally important to Autoclimate that
its customers are using PAS125 compliant
parts, a key factor for many accident repair
centres. Using OE parts will help with
PAS125 compliance.

The recently expanded OE bumper range
now includes makes from the Audi,
Vauxhall, Chevrolet, Mercedes-Benz and
Jeep range. Autoclimate clearly state the
quality of the supplied part.
If a supplied bumper is non-OE it will
always be third-party accredited, which
ensures matching quality to the OE
equivalent.

Materials used are quality compliant to the
OE specifications and are safety tested to
the highest possible standard, whilst being
delivered in packaging similar to that used
by dealers, helping to protect the bumper
from damage.

Each and every supplier of bumpers to
Autoclimate must be ISO 9001 accredited
(as Autoclimate are) this gives us the
guarantee that they have self-monitoring
mechanisms and strive to produce a quality
product repeatedly.
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“Fit first time with an OE bumper saving you time and
reducing key-to-key time”

4. Easy to fit
An OE bumper will fit to a vehicle first time, with
minimal labour involvement. This means less time
to fix the vehicle overall, making the job more
profitable for you and increasing the customer
satisfaction with the work carried out.

vehicle, they will use direct links to live DVLA
data and SMMT data to identify the correct part Autoclimate achieves over 99% correct first time
identification on all parts.

5. Unrivalled Customer Service
Each region of the UK is given a dedicated
Customer Services Advisor who will handle your
enquiry. By letting the advisor know what part
you require, and the registration number of the
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Disclaimer
The contents of this publication are correct at time of publication.
Autoclimate Limited reserves the right to vary, modify or change any
of its products, services or specifications including those described
or referred to in this publication at any time without prior notice.
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